
  

Don’t let this 
happen to 
you… 
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It’s important to ensure continuity of 
learning in the classroom so make sure 
you’re covered! 
 

Schools are demanding environments and no environments are risk free. With this in mind 

Equico has developed Equipment Protect to enable schools to reduce the cost and 

inconvenience associated with the damage, loss and theft of ICT equipment.   

 

 What is Equipment Protect? 

With the ever increasing level of technology in schools it is only natural that the risk 

associated with this technology would increase proportionally. But as students and teachers 

become more reliant on access to technology the need for equipment cover becomes more 

and more important.  

 

 

 

What does Equipment Protect Cover? 

Schools exist in the real world and in the real world things can happen to equipment that 

was never intended to happen. For this reason Equico’s Equipment Protect offers cover 

against accidental damage, loss as well as theft for ICT products such as iPads, tablets, 

Chromebooks, laptops, desktops and servers. This helps mitigate those unforeseen mishaps 

and gives schools peace of mind around their technology equipment.   

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Equipment Protect is an offering exclusive to schools that seeks to assist schools in 

reducing the cost of replacing technology. 

Equico’s Equipment Protect offers cover against accidental damage, loss as well 

as theft for ICT products such as iPads, tablets, Chromebooks, laptops, desktops 

and servers. 

And more… 
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How could my school benefit from Equipment Protect?  

Many schools have a high excess on their contents insurance and therefore tend not to 

claim for damage and theft of individual devices, not to mention that excesses tend to 

increase if ever do need to claim. The down side of this incudes increased cost of 

replacement, loss of use if not replaced and probably the most concerning is the loss of use 

while a decision is being made about what to do about the device.  

 

 

 

This is done through fast turnaround for claims.  

 

Can I qualify for Equico’s Equipment Protect? 

Equico offers Equipment Protect to all customers in the schools market for devices and 

servers leased through Equico. For more information get in touch with one of our School 

Leasing Specialists to get a quote.  

 

 

 

How much does Equipment Protect cost? 

Equipment Protect is extremely cost effective, have a look at some examples of just how 

affordable it is to keep your school covered:  

iPad Mini Over 36 Months As Little as *$1.01 per month 

Acer C730 Chromebook Over 36 Months As Little as *$1.32 per month 

HP X360 Notebook Over 36 Months As Little as *$2.20 per month 

* please note these prices are based on the RRP for each model, fee applicable option and is excluding GST . 

To get a better idea of how Equico’s Equipment Protect could benefit your school then get 

in touch with one of our School Leasing Specialists to get a comprehensive assessment.  

Equico’s Equipment Protect helps get devices replaced or fixed and back in the hands of 

students and teachers who need them to learn and teach. 
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